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**Beyond Search**
by Stephen E. Arnold

Another "Free" Behind-the-Firewall Search System

It's 6 a.m. in shiny louisville international airport, but the word "international" can be misleading. The news this morning is that microsoft will roll out a "new" sharepoint search service. you can read the breathless infoworld story [here](#). the announcement will be made, i believe, at one, maybe two, separate microsoft conferences this week.

the "free" word is a powerful marketing tool for commercial firms. When it comes to behind-the-firewall search, "free" is a synonym for demonstration product. the set up, configuration, bug process, optimization, and operation of a search or content processing system come with some hidden costs. the license fee is, of course, the cost that the gullible sees upon. when you root around in the financial statements of publicly-traded companies in the search and retrieval business, you find that many are trying to follow in vertiv's pre-sell out footsteps. specifically, vendors want to pump up consulting fees, making them carry the freight for earnings and growth. my recollection is foggy after seven consecutive days of travel, but vertiv was generating more than half its revenues from non-license revenue. the number 65 percent pops in and out of my memory, but
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Based on a diagram from SAS in Cary, NC.
Methods and apparatus for determining equivalent descriptions for an ... Jeffrey A. Dean et al

Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented method for determining equivalent descriptions for an information need, comprising:
   identifying a list of queries issued by one or more users;
   identifying a candidate pair of equivalent descriptions by locating two queries that refer to the same information need;
   calculating a score for the candidate pair dependent on the frequency with which the candidate pair occurs in the list of queries identified in step 1; and
   determining whether the pair is equivalent by comparing the score calculated for the candidate pair to a defined threshold value.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein identifying a candidate pair comprises:
   locating two queries that contain at least one term in common, and identifying as a candidate pair the portion of the two queries that are not in common.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein identifying a candidate pair comprises:
   identifying a first description as a term T1 having characters C1, wherein M1 through M3 identify, as a second description, a sequence of terms T21, T22, ..., T2n, and identifying that terms T1 and terms T21, T22, ..., T2n have a candidate pair if each Cn matches the first letter of Tn.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein calculating a score comprises:
   determining a fast frequency with which the candidate pair occurs within the...
Text Processing

A universe of information

Text mining snags other textual content

What search "finds".
Janitors: “Cute” and Obscure
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ABSTRACT

One embodiment of the present invention provides a system that learns a generative model for textual documents. During operation, the system receives a current model, which contains terminal nodes representing random variables for words and cluster nodes representing clusters of conceptually related words. Within the current model, nodes are coupled together by weighted links, so that if a cluster node in the probabilistic model fires, a weighted link from the cluster node to another node causes the other node to fire with a probability proportionate to the link weight. The system also receives a set of training documents, wherein...
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Import, Normalizer, and Object Agents operate as separate, intelligent “machines” aware of one another’s outputs

Abstract

Import, Normalizer, and Object Agents operate as separate, intelligent “machines” aware of one another’s outputs.
Janitor agents use “appropriate” procedures, access other Google KBs, and interact with the Fact KB rows.

Cracking This Problem
The ISYS 8 Suite

The ISYS Suite of enterprise search, navigation, and discovery is available for site data evaluation and purchase. Comprised of three core applications: ISYS Search, ISYS Search Advanced, and ISYS Search Center, our latest technology addresses several key enterprise search requirements, such as:

- Text mining, discovery, and expert location via ISYS Search Center.
- Power and scalability through content caching, indexing, and federated search support.
- Access to business users, third parties, and external content such as Bedrock.
- Full-text search using natural language through enhanced ISYS Search Center.
- Support for search within SharePoint search, Office 2007 and ability to search information throughout the enterprise.

Learn more about the ISYS Suite and test drive the software today:

- [Download ISYS 8 demo](#) to search on PCs and networks
- [Download ISYS Search Advanced](#) to search across entire enterprise
- [Download ISYS Search Center](#) to add search to your OTM solution

ISYS Highlights

- [ISO Compliance](#)
- [Integrates with Windows SharePoint Services](#)
- [Supports multiple languages](#)
- [Integrates with Microsoft Office 2007](#)
- [Supports federated search](#)
- [Supports web scraping](#)
- [Supports social networking](#)
- [Supports virtualization](#)
- [Supports web 2.0 technologies](#)
- [Supports mobile devices](#)
- [Supports AJAX technologies](#)
- [Supports virtualization](#)
- [Supports cloud computing](#)
- [Supports virtualization](#)
- [Supports cloud computing](#)
- [Supports virtualization](#)
Methods and systems for member-correlated advertisement in a member network - Patent 20140002446
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Balance